
 

Second law of thermodynamics

The 1st law of thermodynamics tells us that energy is
conserved i er cannot be created nor destroyed
If we do a proper bookeeping of energy we can
account for it at all times

Let's go back to our example of the puck in a bowl
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You know from experience That the energy in
work you do through macroscopic microscopic
coordinates eventually gets dissipated coordinates
into internal energy of entire system
i e puck will stop moving temperature of
pock t bowl will be slightly higher

According to 1st law it is perfectly fine if puckcontinued moving forever and no energy was

dissipated into internal energy
1St law says nothing about how energy get dissipated
Imagine the puck sliding higher higher as The puckbowl get colder colder This would not violate
The 1st law

Imagine the process below
spontaneous
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rigid Wale but one can never happen



Of course you can imagine ways of converting The system
on The right to The one on the left For example by
separating each side and separately heating cooling
back to 300k 200K and reassembly ing The two
sides But this would involve a series of spontaneous
processes involving other systems coming into
contact with our original system

The original system all by itself could never gofrom the state on the right to the one on the left

The 2Nd law addresses this issue of how to determine when
a process is spontaneous or impossible

There are various statements of The 2Nd Law
cc

Clausis No process is possible whose sole result is the
Iggy transfer of heat from a colder to a hotter body

is
Kelvin Planck No process is possible whose sole result is
1851 1897 the complete conversion of heat into work

I
Carathelodory In every neighborhood of every equilibrium
190g System There exists States unattainable

from it by any adiabatic process

To better understand these Nicolas
statements we need to go Leonard
back to 1824 and look at Sadie
Sadie Carnot's analysis of Carrot
heat engines and what is 1796 1832now called The

Carnot cycle



The 1800 s was the time of steam engines
Sadie Carnot came up with a simple engine designso he could better understand heat flow and
engine efficiencies
The Carnot Engine

Let's start by imagining how work is extracted from a

waterfall
The flow of matter water from
higher to lower height is used

extract 6 to generate work
mechanical 2M
work from
rotating
shaft

Carnot reasoned that heat engine exploits the flow of
heat from a warm object to a cold object to extract
mechanical work

hot
reservoir

just as the paddle wheel generates18h Work as water flows from a high
heat work altitude to a lower one the heat
engine engine generates work as heat

flows through it from a hotter
69C object to a cooler one
Cold
reservoir

The Carnot Engine Cycle consists of 4 steps
A isothermal expansion thru contact with hot reservoir

13 adiabatic expansion while isolated from both reservoirs

C isothermal compression Thru contact with cold reservoir

D adiabatic compression while isolated from both reservoirs
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In one cycle thermal energy is transferred as heat
from hot reservoir through system to cold reservoir
with some fraction of energy flowing out of system
as work

Work occurs in each step but network by system
is negative n I

p ference of area below 1 2 3Dif
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system does work 2 reflects network done by
on surroundings System
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Carnot Engine Efficiency
for one cycle of Carnot engine we use the 1st law
and obtain

gut get w 0 one full cycle

we define the engine efficiency as fraction of heat
input 8h That becomes work

w net work
C

efficiency 8h heat input

substitute w C 8h into 1st law above

Gh tgc w 8h t 9 c
C 9h 0

Solve for C gives
Carnot C can never be greater
Engine C I t GI than I since 8h o qso

Efficiency 8h and 18h17 18cL
If 2Nd Law statements are true then reversible heat engines
operating between same two temperature reservoirs must have
the same efficiencies regardless of substance used in engine
Why
Imagine a Carnot Engine with its cycle in reverse

Work is put into the Carnot engine and heat flows from cold
reservoir to hot reservoir Such a device is called a heat pump
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If a heat engine and heat pump each having different
efficiencies were coupled together and operated between
The same two temperature reservoirs Then you could
make a heat pump that required no work to operate

heat heat
engine pump
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IT
w but this is impossible Heat

can never flow spontaneously
from a cold to hot body

3J u 9C 4J 9C IT 9C
Tc Tc Tc

Since efficiency does not depend on substance inside
reversible engines then it must depend only on the
temperature of the two reservoirs

In that case what is true for an ideal gas is true for
all substances
Let's use an ideal gas to see how The Carnot engine
efficiency depends on Tc and Tn

For each step of Carnot cycle we can use the ideal gas
equation of state

dw pdr n DV

combined with 1st law gives
dU dw dq n DV tdq

also recall that 0 Cv so dU CrdT

and Cr DT nR DV tdf



Now let's examine The two adiabatic steps of The
Carnot cycle where dq 0 and

Cudi nR dV 0

Integrating step 2 33 nR Y o

and step 4 31 f
d nR dVy o

C n
Same integral
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with limits
if we add bothexpressions

flipped recall
a

fcxsdx fc d

for the 2 adiabatic steps we get
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Next examine The two isothermal steps of The Carnot
Cycle where we have dT 0
for an ideal gas where UX RT dT o means du 0

Therefore dq dw during The 2 isothermal steps

9h Jdw e n Rtu f vI nRThln

and 4

Jdw e n RTcf nRTeln
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taking the ratio intermediate result
gives I

E i
So

Carnot Engine C I I this assumes reversible process
Efficiency In Lower C w irreversible steps

C cannot equal nor exceed 1
if Tc Ok Then C L but 3rd law says 0k

is unattainable

if Tn D K Then C L but the speed of light
sets an upper limit on molecular
speeds proton mass

Planck TP mpc 1013k
Temperature Krs


